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Ecosystem



The Iron Ecosystem is an innovative project built on the Ethereum blockchain utilizing
the ERC-20 token standard and deployed on the Polygon network. The core vision of the
Iron Ecosystem is to address the environmental impact of crypto mining by harnessing
solar energy to power mining factories. By adopting sustainable practices, we aim to
significantly reduce the energy consumption of the network, while also contributing to
environmental preservation by reducing the construction of hydropower plants and the
exploitation of forests.

At Iron Ecosystem, our mission is to revolutionize the crypto mining industry by
promoting sustainable practices and reducing our environmental footprint. We believe in
the responsible use of natural resources and are committed to harnessing solar energy
to power our mining factories. By doing so, we aim to create a more sustainable future
for the blockchain industry, mitigating the environmental impact and preserving the
beauty of our planet.

On one hand, blockchain has become a much more known technology in these past
years. This has led society to become more comfortable with it. On the other, although it
has become known, blockchain technology still has some technical barriers and
difficulties, but after years of preparation and experience, our team has managed to
solve these issues so that the user can embrace all the power of blockchain technology
without having to deal with its technical details.

Iron
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Introduction

Mission Statement

Why now?



This is due to two main issues which Iron has managed to solve. 

The first and most important one is the technical barriers and friction for user
experience. Blockchain is a new and powerful technology, with a lot of technical terms
and issues which a newcomer may find difficult to understand and get a grip on. That is
where, our team has worked thoroughly to give our users a kind and easy experience in
our platform. We will manage all the technical details related to blockchain and promote
a real thriving and powered community, introducing this technology to the masses,
therefore turning this project into an industry world reference one.

 
The second regards gas fees and will be explained on the Polygon section.

Blockchain began in 1991 as a way to store and secure digital data. It is an open ledger
that several parties can access at once which records information that is hard to change
without an agreement from all the parties involved. Each new record becomes a block
with a unique, identifying hash that when linked into a chain of records forms a
blockchain. Blockchain helps in the verification and traceability of multistep transactions,
providing secure transactions, reducing compliance costs, and speeding up data transfer
processing. 

But not only that, blockchain technology has evolved into a whole new ecosystem, which
is now known as Web3. This space is built around three main pilars. It first began and
evolved with cryptocurrencies, a new decentralized and autonomous way of transmiting
value. After the invention of these fungible tokens, Non Fungible Tokens appeared
(NFTs). This second generation brought a key aspect of our economy and everyday life to
the digital world: private property. This revolutionized the whole digital industry,
enabling users to now own their data, profiles, collectibles and pretty much every aspect
of their online life. Finally, with the appearance of a new virtual economy powered by
cryptocurrencies and boosted with by private property, the idea of a complete and
resourceful digital world became a reality . A new universe where people would spend
their time, earn money, own assets and live their dream life. This universe is what we
know as the metaverse. It is said that developed around these three pilars, Blockchain
technology will become even a greater revolution than Internet was some years ago.

WHY BLOCKCHAIN

But if blockchain technology is so powerful, why isn't everybody using it?
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https://www.simplilearn.com/tutorials/blockchain-tutorial/what-is-blockchain


The Problem: Environmental Impact of Crypto Mining

Crypto mining has become a critical aspect of the blockchain industry, facilitating the
validation of transactions and ensuring network security. However, the energy-
intensive nature of mining has raised concerns about its environmental impact.
Traditional mining factories heavily rely on electricity generated from non-renewable
sources, contributing to greenhouse gas emissions and escalating energy
consumption.

The Iron Ecosystem Solution: Harnessing Solar Energy

At Iron Ecosystem, we recognize the urgency to address the environmental
challenges posed by crypto mining. To tackle this issue, we implement an eco-
conscious approach by powering our mining factories with solar energy. By tapping
into this abundant and renewable resource, we significantly reduce our carbon
footprint, minimizing the strain on conventional power grids and diminishing
greenhouse gas emissions.

Preserving Nature, Reducing Pollution

The Iron Ecosystem takes pride in its commitment to the preservation of nature.
Through our adoption of solar-powered mining factories, we significantly decrease
the demand for constructing additional hydropower plants. As a result, the forests,
habitats, and rivers surrounding these areas remain untouched, allowing ecosystems
to thrive naturally.

Cryptouniversity.ro: Empowering Education in the Blockchain Industry

In addition to our sustainable mining practices, the Iron Ecosystem includes
cryptouniversity.ro. This exclusive platform is dedicated to providing comprehensive
knowledge about the crypto domain and the blockchain industry. By creating an
environment of exclusivity within our university, we aim to empower individuals with
the tools and expertise needed to navigate the rapidly evolving world of
cryptocurrencies.
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THE PURPOSE



•

•

Compatible with 
Ethereum Virtual 

Machine

Faster Transaction 
Finality

More and More 
 Projects Are Built on

Polygon Network

Lower Gas Fee Compared 
to Ethereum

Polygon is a layer-two scaling solution that runs alongside the Ethereum blockchain.
Gas fees are the cost that has to be paid so that a transaction gets signed and
recorded on the blockchain. These fees depend on the blockchain you are working
on. Therefore, after a long and conscientious research we have chosen Polygon as
the blockchain network where we will develop the Iron Ecosystem. Besides having
lower gas fees, Polygon has lots of benefits such as the ones listed below.

WHY POLYGON
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Iron (IRN) is a cryptocurrency project that aims to make a positive impact on the
recovery efforts for the IRNraine war. The project serves as a platform for
individuals who wish to contribute to the cause, providing them with an
opportunity to make a difference through the use of blockchain technology.

 
It´s main characteristics are:

            - Token symbol: IRN

            - Total Supply: 10,000,000,000 (10 billion tokens)

            - Decimals: 10
 
              
Conclusion:

The Iron Ecosystem stands committed to fostering a sustainable future for the crypto
mining industry. Through the use of solar energy to power our mining factories, we
actively contribute to reducing energy consumption and minimizing pollution. We are
dedicated to preserving the natural beauty of our planet and making a positive
impact on the environment. 

Additionally, cryptouniversity.ro plays a crucial role in educating and empowering
individuals to partake in the blockchain industry knowledgeably and responsibly. Join
us on our journey towards a greener and more sustainable future for crypto mining
and the blockchain community.
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IRN TOKEN



Token´s functionalities:
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IRN TOKEN

Community 
creation

Every holder will be part of the
community created around this
token, which will be focused on

creating a powerful community that
supports the IRNranian nation. 

Unification of Spend

Iron Token is the ecosystem’s utility
token which will give all its participants a

shared and open currency without
centralized intermediaries

Access
 In the future, Iron Token will provide
exclusive access to merch, events and

services related to the Iron Ecosystem. 

Incentivization

Third-party interested businesses will be
able to participate in the ecosystem
incorporating IRN into their projects,

interacting with our services and giving
new functionalities and opportunities to

our holders.



Sincerely,

 Iron team

This is a living document and information is up to date at the time of
publishing. Please note information herein does not constitute
investment advice, financial advice, trading advice, or any other sort of
advice and you should not treat any of the content as such .
 

The Iron team suggest that you conduct your own due diligence and
consult your financial advisor before making any investment decisions.
By purchasing any Iron product you agree that you are not purchasing a
security or investment and you agree to hold the team harmless and not
liable for any losses or taxes you may incur. You also agree that our
team presents the services "as is" and is not required to provide any
support. Before purchasing it, always make sure that you are in
compliance with your local laws and regulations before making any
purchase.
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